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• Innovative  Integra-Guar d Columns

Guard columns
WITHOUT press-

tight connections-

protecting your
analytical column has

never been this easy!

Ordering is easy. Just add the
appropriate suffix number and
price to the analytical
column’s catalog number and
price. For example, a 30m,
0.25mm ID, 0.25um Rt-5
with a 5-meter  Integra-
Guard column is cat.#
10223-124.

How many times has it been said about
press-fit connectors, “Some people swear
by them.. .others swear at them”? For many
analysts, the art of attaching a guard column
to an analytical column is a mystery. Restek’s
chemists have discovered the solution to
this mystery-the most reliable connection
is no connection at all! No guard column
system is more permanent than one continu-
ous length of tubing containing both the
guard column and the analytical column.

Restek now offers a wide variety of Integra-Guard capillary columns with a guaranteed leak-
free connection! The column is tied using high temperature string with the guard column set
apart from the analytical column. The transition area between the columns is the point at which
the guard column ends and the analytical column begins. The entire setup is suspended in our
unique “crush-free” cage that prevents the column from coming in contact with anything that
could damage it.

The Integra-Guard column is so economical that we challenge you to beat our price with that
of a conventional connection, even if you assemble it yourself. If you are currently using a
guard column or considering one for the future, call your local distributor today and ask about
our Integra-Guard columns.

mm ID Length Suffix #

0.25   5m       -124

10m -127

0.32 5m -125

10m -128

0.53 5m -126

10m -129

Restek-bringing J
breakthroughs in
column protection!

Don McCandless,
Marketing Director and
5th degree black belt in
Isshinryu karate.
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